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WKU 2016

fiscal budget to

be reallocated
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
President Gary Ransdell announced
via email Monday afternoon that portions of WKU’s 2015-2016 fiscal budget would be reallocated due to WKU
facing “financial challenges.”
Ransdell cited two significant factors that contributed to WKU’s budget woes: decreased funding from the
state and an enrollment decline.
Kentucky hasn’t provided new funds
to support higher education since the
2008 biennial budget was passed and
has been cutting funds in most years
since then, according to the email.
For enrollment, Kentucky’s public
postsecondary universities and the
Kentucky Community and Technical
College System achieved enrollment
of 235,833 in fall 2011, however by fall
2014, overall enrollment had declined
to 215,509- a drop of 8.6 percent, with
KCTCS experiencing the highest rate
of enrollment decline.
WKU has lost $15.4 million in state
funds since 2008 and has internally reallocated an additional $7.1 million to
meet WKU's fixed costs increases and
ensure a balanced budget annually,
according to the email.
Cost drivers for WKU include scholarships and mandated tuition waivers, increases in employee benefits
such as retirement, health care and
workers compensation. Contractual
obligations such as insurance, computer software, library subscriptions
and maintenance are also considered
costly to WKU. The increased expenditures of the cost drivers add up to
$9.6 million that WKU needs to cover.
There are only three ways to cover
the increased expenditures: increased
state appropriation, increased tuition
and/or reallocation of existing funds,
according to the email. WKU's most
significant source of revenue is tuition.
WKU's tuition for undergraduate resident students for the 2015-2016 school
year is $4,741 per semester.
The resident undergraduate tuition
is capped at 3 percent for next fiscal
year. A 3-percent tuition increase will
generate approximately $4.3 million,
but net only $1.9 million when enrollment losses are calculated. In order
to achieve a balanced budget, WKU
must reallocate approximately $7.7
million within its existing budget.
Ransdell provided a breakdown of
specific areas for how and why funds
will be reallocated in the upcoming

SEE BUDGET PAGE A2

WHAT YOU SHOULD
BE READING TODAY

Because the food pantry was completely filled with cans, a mountain of canned goods lie on top of each other in the living
room of the Office of Sustainability. The WKU Food pantry is run by Madonna L. May, a student assistant at the Office of
Sustainability. " Fifty-three people have come into the food pantry since January," said May. "That’s already a quarter of the
people that came in last year." HARRISON HILL/HERALD
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Food Pantry helps advance food security
BY JESSICA VOORHEES
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
For many college students, the greatest hardships they
will experience, in regard to food, are gaining the freshman
15 or subsisting on a ramen noodle diet for a few days.
Some college students, however, experience the greater
hardship of the consistent inability to put any food on their
plate each day.
A research study by Western Oregon University reported
59 percent of college students experience food insecurities.
An individual experiences food insecurity when they
are consistently unable to obtain adequate food, and thus
adequate nutrition, which is essential for academic, emotional and physical health.
According to the American International Journal of Contemporary Research study "Evaluation of Food Insecurity
among College Students," the experience of food insecu-

rity comes from not having enough money to purchase
meals or not having time for shopping and preparation.
The study reported that food-insecure students regularly
reduce the size of their meals, skip meals or don't eat at all.
Mark Love, Bowling Green Salvation Army officer, said
he noticed an increase in the problem of food insecurity
among WKU students recently.
"That need has certainly increased in the past six months
a lot," he said.
The Salvation Army, located on 400 W. Main Avenue, provides a free "mid-day meal" from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
Monday to Friday to anyone who is in need.
Individuals in need can also apply to receive food boxes
of non-perishable items up to six times a year, but one
must qualify by providing an ID and proof of income and
expenses.
Love said he believes food insecurity is a rising problem
among college students because "food stamps are not go-

New director coming to gender and women's studies
BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT
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Kristi Branham, the new director of gender and women's studies,
said she is confident about her position because the program is
already really strong, Saturday, May 2. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

Jane Olmstead has stepped down as director of the
gender and women’s studies program, and Assistant
Professor Kristi Branham has been tapped as the new
director.
Olmstead, who has been the director since 1996,
said she stepped down to allow others to experience
being the director.
“[I really wanted] to share the experience with
someone else, to give her an opportunity to take on
a leadership role,” she said. “That’s basically it, it’s not
because I’m tired of it or don’t want to do it anymore,
it’s a matter of I’ve done it for a long time, and it’s
probably time to let someone else have a turn.”
Branham has a PhD in English from the University
of Kentucky, with graduate certificates in feminist
and social theory. She worked as a graduate assistant
in women’s studies. Her research focuses on repre-
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fiscal year.
The budget increase for WKU’s academic scholarships will increase almost
$3.9 million in order to fund projected
freshmen who are accepting scholarship awards and returning students.
The entire scholarship program is being

DIRECTOR

Continued from FRONT
-sentations of women’s work in U.S.
pop culture. Branham has 20 years of
experience teaching at the university
level.
Part of Branham’s duties as director will include advising and mentoring students, overseeing budgets and
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re-evaluated with changes coming with
the entering class of fall 2016.
Fixed cost increases for employee
benefits, such as health insurance and
retirement total almost $1.66 million.
Contractual obligations, property insurance and utilities and maintenance
on new square footage on campus require a budget increase of about $1.2
million.

The division Enrollment Management
will receive $457,000 to secure its base
operations with permanent funding.
Enrollment Management is responsible for Admissions, International Student Recruitment and Support Services.
Other scholarship adjustments include department scholarships, faculty/staff/dependent-child scholarships,
graduate fellowships and athletics

grants-in-aid. The total increase for
these scholarships is $819,400.
Division vice presidents are in the
process of identifying targeted reductions in each of their budgets and
will have complete flexibility in how
to manage impact on division operations. A detailed summary of how
WKU will reallocate centralized funds
is still being finalized.

schedules, and coordinating the many
events the GWS hosts each year, such
as the Gender Images Film Series, the
Genderations luncheons and the yearly Vagina Monologues.
Branham said she hopes to help students flourish.
“I hope to grow those relationships across disciplines, and listen
to them, and engage in what they
want and grow them as students,”

she said.
Olmstead said that Branham will
bring new ideas to the program, something she has already started doing despite not starting until July.
One such event involves bringing
in guest speakers and lecturers for
the 2015-16 year. The GWS is bringing Connie Field, a documentarian,
to campus next year as part of “Year
of South Africa.” Field is the director

of the documentary, “Have You Heard
from Johannesburg?”
Olmstead said she’s fully confident in
Branham’s skills.
Branham is simply thankful for the
people around her who she can depend on.
“I feel very confident—I have a great
community,” she said. “This isn’t something I’ll have to go at alone—I have a
lot of support, which I am grateful of.”

CRIME
REPORTS

• Police cited Radcliff junior Brandon Price,
a guard on the WKU basketball team and
resident of Northeast Hall, on May 2 for
failure to wear a seatbelt and possession
of drug paraphernalia at Forrest Drive and
Old Morgantown Road.
• WKU Police responded to a report of a
suspicious person on May 1 at the University Boulevard lot. Upon contact with the
person, police said he was very irate after
his vehicle was booted by Parking and
Transportation.
• Bowling Green freshman Ashton Hardin,
Bemis Lawrence Hall, and Louisville freshman Takeia Gentry, Pearce-Ford Tower,
were involved in a physical altercation on
April 29 at PFT.
• Police arrested Hebron junior Jared Adams, McCormack Hall, on April 29 in front
of Grise Hall for an e-warrant out of the
Warren County District Court.
• Owensboro junior Darrel McCormick
reported on April 29 his backpack and Dr.
Dre Beat Pill speaker were stolen from behind his work desk on the third floor of the
Downing Student Union. The estimated
value of the stolen items was $353.95.
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President-elect hopes to
continue successes in SGA
BY LASHANA HARNEY

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

After an election controversy, calls for
the sale of alcohol on campus and support for a new parking structure, Nicki
Taylor’s time at the Student Government Association is coming to a close.
The SGA President said perhaps the
organization’s biggest accomplishment this year has been the establishment of an accepting culture.
“I think the No. 1 thing that we have
done this year is for the most part we
have been able to create a culture that
even though we may disagree on issues
sometimes, we don’t hold grudges that
sort of make the organization malfunction for the rest of the year,” Taylor said.
Taylor said throughout her four years
in SGA, tense issues often led to tense
debates that ultimately ended in a
loss of friendship. This year, the tables
turned.
“This year we really emphasize that
it is our job as student government to
work together for the student body
even though we disagree on certain issues,” Taylor said. “We’ve had people
who have tensely debated against each
other on one particular issue and then
co-authored on another issue that they
did agree on later which I think is our
greatest accomplishment overall because that makes us function better for
the student body as a whole.”
Current SGA Speaker of the House
and President-elect Jay Todd Richey
said this year has been successful,
but also one of the most controversial
years in SGA history.
“The reason we’ve had these controversial pieces of legislation is that there
are many things about this university
that need to be changed as well as be
addressed,” Richey said. “…I believe
our senators have done an incredible
job basically just bringing up legislation that is very diverse and focused on
many different aspects of the university.”
Taylor said some of SGA’s accomplishments include creating a limited-smoking campus, the possible
implementation of a fee to support the
construction of a parking structure and
making SGA more inclusive.
“We did designate the office as a safe
space for anyone,” she said. “I think
that’s a wonderful thing that we made
it clear that we are here to serve all students.”
Taylor also created the Cultural and
Diversity Affairs committee to promote diversity. She said diversity is an
issue SGA must continue to tackle.
Richey said he hopes to put CDAC
into maximum overdrive alongside his
initiative, MyCampusToo, to continue
increasing diversity.
MyCampusToo is an initiative focused on incorporating underrepresented students into SGA.
“The entire purpose of MyCampusToo is not only to allow marginalized
and/or minority students to be far better heard on campus but also to make
our university as inclusive as a campus as it possibly can and should be,”
Richey said.
MyCampusToo has four main points:

FOOD PANTRY
Continued from front

-ing as far. The government programs
have actually cut back on food stamps,
and the cost of food is rising,” he said.
"People get food stamps at the beginning of the month and then it runs out,
and they come to us at the end of the
month," he said.
According to the College and University Food Bank Alliance, outside food
assistance options, such as the Salvation Army, are not always viable solutions for food insecure students.
"College students often have limited
transportation options and community-based food resources are typically
not located close to campuses,” the
organization’s website states. “Additionally, college students, while food
insecure, might not meet communitybased agency requirements and/or
may be uncomfortable in accessing
services off campus."
Food banks on campus, however,
such as the WKU Food Pantry, provide
a more accessible option for students.
The WKU Food Pantry is located in
the Office of Sustainability on 503 Regents Avenue, and can be accessed
Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m.
to 12 p.m., or by appointment.
Madonna May, student worker in the
Office of Sustainability, said the Food
Pantry is available for all students, faculty and staff who are in need.
"If you're in need of food, there's no
charge for anything," she said. "You
just come in, fill out a piece of paper

encourage underrepresented students
to attend SGA meetings every Tuesday
at 5 p.m., encourage underrepresented
students to run for a senate seat, having special sessions for all students to
attend to discuss a particular topic and
the creation of a cultural center.
Taylor said the job of SGA president is
huge.
“There’s literally so much potential
and so many meetings you have to go
to and so many issues you can tackle
and research or discover,” she said. “At
the end of the day there’s only so much
of you and so much that you can do,
so I feel like I’ve done a good job being able to balance my coursework and
still putting a lot into SGA and also my
married life too.”
Taylor said it’s imperative future SGA
presidents manage time well and take
time for themselves. She said it’s also
important to tackle issues throughout
the entire semester instead of tackling
all of them at once.
“Usually SGA presidents can fall into
the trap of trying to do everything all
at once and so quickly, that they’re so
tired and burnt out by the end of the
spring semester that they can’t really
get much else done,” Taylor said. “That
would be my advice, to make sure you
can do all that you can for SGA and
make sure you take time for yourself.”
Taylor said she will definitely miss
SGA.
“I think I will miss making a difference for students because at the end
of the day that is really what motivates
me to do what I do,” she said.
However, she said she won’t miss the
busy and stressful schedules.
“I will not miss running around like a
chicken with its head cut off and putting in long hours to do all this stuff,”
Taylor said.
SGA has been an integral part in Taylor’s college experience and she has
learned so much about politics, public
relations and more.
“It has given me a lot of practical, real
world experience that I will be able to
use hopefully in a job someday, Taylor
said.
She said without SGA, her college experience would’ve been totally different.
“I think for me SGA definitely impacted my life, but not in the usual way
it impacts students because I met my
husband in SGA my freshman year,”
Taylor said.
Taylor said she wouldn’t know the administration and wouldn’t have been
as familiar with the administration on
campus.
“I would just kind of go to class, go
home, maybe have been involved in
another student organization but I
wouldn’t be that familiar and that involved in the day to day administrative
life of the campus,” she said.
Richey said being SGA president will
teach him what it’s like to be in public service and to show others how he
cares.
“I hope this will show not only me
but students how much I care and how
much I want to make a difference,” he
said.

and take what you need."
May said the pantry helps many university staff members who are in need.
"There's quite a few staff who either … just started working or they're
in between paychecks and they just
need some food to compensate," she
said.
May said the pantry offers non-perishable canned goods, boxed items
and sometimes eggs. She said in a few
weeks, food baskets will also include
fresh vegetables, such as potatoes, onions and greens, grown in the garden
located behind the building.
May said the Food Pantry moved
from gender and women's studies to
the Office of Sustainability about a year
ago in order to provide these fresh food
options.
She said faculty members help harvest vegetables in the garden and
sorority and fraternity canned food
drives support a large amount of the
non-perishable items offered. She said,
however, that any donations are still
needed and welcome.
Similarly, Love said the Salvation
Army requires volunteers to help provide for the growing need in Bowling
Green.
According to feedingamerica.org,
one in six people in Kentucky struggle
with hunger.
"We have a lot of opportunities to
volunteer and become aware of that
need," Love said.
Students in need of food assistance
can also find resources off campus
through the WKU ALIVE Center.
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EDITORIAL

OPINION

Have an opinion? Tweet us
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know
your thoughts about the editorial, or
write us with what is on your mind.

TWEETS FROM

THE HILL

@alexisdmason: Just realized all of
my friends at WKU are from Louisville... Literally 99% of them. lmao—
1 May 2015
@HannahBainSelbo: So proud of
my mama getting a full time instructor's job at WKU for social work can't
wait for her to buy me things— 1
May 2015
@Brothakal: WKU emailed me at
4:54 this morning. Please.— 1 May
2015
@WKUGaryRansdell: Julie & I are
looking forward to the WKU Symphony & @WKUChoralDept performance of Carmina Burana tonight!
These students are amazing!— 1
May 2015
@justinbelcher94: @wku needs to
change the mascot from Big Red to
a white squirrel.— 1 May 2015

Together
for
a
better
future
Semester accomplishments positively reflect on university
THE ISSUE: We’ve had a semester full of
news, both good and bad. Sometimes, we
must bear the weight that comes with being the messenger.
OUR STANCE: All in all, we’re incredibly
proud of our university. More progress
needs to be made, but WKU has made successful strides in the past few months.

P

arking changes, insurance
hacks, membership cancelations, confusing Confucius
policies, issues of racism and sexual
assault, hazing, road safety and student government issues—was there
anything the Herald didn’t cover this
semester?
The past four-and-a-half months
have made a lasting mark on WKU.
In February, the administration introduced a parking proposal that will
likely solve many of the issues campus
currently faces. Earth Week saw ways
to make campus sustainable, as well
as promises from new Student Government Association president-elect
Jay Todd Richey to further those efforts
next year.
The
housing
snafu
during
Snowmaggedon provoked an im-

pressively immediate response of reevaluating and reforming protocol
during campus weather emergencies.
The campus community survived and
things ran relatively smoothly, thanks
to the hardworking and wonderful facilities staff—their efforts cannot be
forgotten.
An event half the country away
prompted President Gary Ransdell
to vehemently discourage racism at
WKU. Later in the semester, he and
other administrators made the decision to suspended the Swim & Dive
team for five years as a zero-tolerance act against hazing and sexual
harassment. This semester, Ransdell
has proven that student safety is a
top priority. It is a comfort to attend
a university where student safety
factors into so many important decisions.
As the year closes out, new classes
loom in the fall of 2015. With them
comes more breaking news, administrative decisions and fresh faces navigating their way across the campus
that is to be their home for the next
four years.
As student journalists and storytellers, we do our best to report the

news and also use our opinion page
as a place to present our ideas about
the university. We hold people in
high positions accountable for their
actions, and we hold ourselves to
that same standard. Our main goal is
to continue reporting and breaking
important news that matters to this
campus community, and provide a
level of transparency that is essential at a public university. We believe
this is what our readers need and deserve.
As always, we are an ear for the campus community. If there’s something
you think needs attention, we want to
give it light.
Although WKU has its fair share of
problems, we are proud to not only
cover this university, but also be students here and continue to learn and
grow on the Hill.
Next semester, let’s continue the efforts started in this one. We, as a campus, can work harder to be inclusive,
sustainable and politically involved.
We can drive slower and treat each
other with respect. We can challenge
things that aren’t right, like racism and
sexual assault. We can do all of these
things and be better off for it.

@GingerJames15: If you didn't already know this, I am proud to announce that I will be following the
family legacy and attending WKU in
the fall! #WKU19— 1 May 2015
@brii_happyfeet: It's crazy how I
didn't even wanna go on the WKU
tour to begin with, and now I really
wanna be able to go there. I loved it
out there — 1 May 2015
@Nate_Lee06: One more year..
Then WKU.. Prolly need to get a time
hop so I see this again. — 1 May 2015
@shortylong23: So you say you
heard about me at WKU, but I don't
even know you. — 2 May 2015

NOW PLAYING

‘Age of Ultron’ is boundless and relentlessly fun
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM
It’s a wonder that
“Avengers: Age of Ultron” doesn’t collapse
under its own ambition. Upping the
JACKSON ante on its predecesFRENCH sor’s already impressive scope, this movie
Now Playing:
packs more into its
Watch out for 141 minutes than
what to watch. seemingly
possible.
Though, with some
graceful handling by
writer and director Joss Whedon, the
film is never in danger of flying off the
rails.
The movie draws a lot of elements
from across the Marvel Universe together for a globe-trotting adventure.

Though there are a few villains playing smaller roles in the story, such
as Ulysses Klaw (Andy Serkis) and
Strucker (Thomas Kretschmann), the
real threat is Ultron (James Spader), a
corrupted robot determined to wipe
out mankind.
Knowing better than to take itself
too seriously, “Ultron” has a cartoonish vibe that meshes surprisingly
well with the film’s feel of impending
doom. The action and the story are
both knowingly over-the-top, and
there’s always a comedic moment
around the corner to keep the potential destruction of humanity from
making the movie too grim.
The only times the humor doesn’t
land are when Ultron cracks a joke,
which doesn’t feel right considering
his robotic genocidal nature. As a robot whose consciousness has crept
into the Internet and can constantly
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improve himself and his army, the
rules on how to defeat him aren’t
clear, especially when he can transfer his own consciousness into any
of his own creations. Despite these
flaws, Ultron is a satisfying villain who
brings a stronger sense of danger than
Loki did.
This is by far the most inclusive title
in the Marvel movie canon. Fans of
the comics will delight in seeing everything that’s been worked into the
story as well as how it ties into the
other parts of Marvel’s cinematic universe. With a vast host of characters
and two fictional countries on display,
the illusion of a full and continuous
fictional world feels more convincing
than ever.
The movie even brings supporting player War Machine (Don Cheadle) and introduces the Scarlet Witch
(Elizabeth Olsen) and Quicksilver

(Aaron Taylor-Johnson) to assist in
the fight against Ultron. With no fewer
than nine superheroes fighting a robot army in the final battle, it’s sometimes difficult to tell what’s happening. Though the movie occasionally
tasks you with keeping track of too
many characters at once, the action
sequences are still jaw-dropping and
exciting. From high-speed pursuits to
large-scale battles, the skirmishes are
varied, with every character playing
an important part.
Despite occasional sensory overload, “Age of Ultron” is a bombastic
and relentlessly fun kickoff to blockbuster season. At its current rate of
expansion, the Marvel Universe is in
danger of becoming too big and burning out in the near future, but for now
the series is still a thrilling spectacle.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092

HELP WANTED
Brusters Ice Cream is looking for fun loving,
energetic, hard working college students to join our
team. We are now hiring scoopers for year round
positions. Applications can be found at Brusters.com
and dropped off in person anytime.

News/Talk 93 WKCT (AM 930) has an immediate
opening for a part-time reporter/anchor. Position would
also assist in producing afternoon talk show. Good
communication and writing skills necessary. Call Chad at
(270) 781-2121.
EARN UNLIMITED INCOME FOR THE
SUMMER
Qualified candidates needed! Prove you have integrity,
commitment, desire, and focus. Send resume to:
rev.l.e.winston@gmail.com
Servers and kitchen help needed. Apply in person.
Verdi Restaurant, 410 E. Main Street,
Bowling Green, KY.
42101
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

SUDOKU

ACROSS
1 Reject, as a
sweetheart
5 Bee Gees
family name
9 Beginning
14 Emmy winner
Falco
15 Comédie
musicale part
16 Beautiful, in
Bologna
17 1957 Michael
Landon horror
film role
20 __ Arabia
21 Nightclub in a
Manilow song
22 Tootsies
23 Poet Khayyám
25 Exxon’s
ex-name
27 “You’re
going to like the
way you look”
clothing chain
32 Isr. neighbor
33 Listener?
34 “I give up!”
36 Sailor’s
confinement
38 Struck down,
in 39-Down
41 “Finish the
job!”
42 Curved like a
rainbow
44 “So that’s
your game!”
45 Function
46 Place to copy
keys
51 Baseball
stitching
52 Animal on the
California state
flag
53 Trig or calc

56 Words
claiming
innocence
58 Higherranking
62 “Not in my
backyard”
65 Skylit
courtyards
66 “__ fair in
love and war”
67 Extremely dry
68 __ to be:
destined
69 Jeans brand
70 Women in
habits
DOWN
1 New York
footballers
2 Notion
3 In __ of:
substituted for
4 Muscle-to-bone
connector
5 Vaudeville bit
6 Banana split
ingredient
7 Call in a bingo
hall
8 Paging device
9 U.K. honor
10 Recently
discovered
11 Wild plum
12 Fashion
magazine
13 300-pound
president
18 Goals
19 Calamine
lotion target
24 Fills with
wonder
26 Almost
worthless amount
27 Gift from the

Magi
28 “Fear of
Flying” author
Jong
29 Like a loud
crowd
30 Clean with
elbow grease
31 Beethoven’s
“Für __”
32 Agcy. that
aids start-ups
35 French
summer
37 “Rhapsody in
Blue” composer
39 Holy Scripture
40 Lighten up
43 Ike’s initials
47 Wind down
48 Lacking
principles
49 Pulled tight

START

FINISH

50 Many an
adoptee
53 Polite way to
address a lady
54 Pot starter
55 “America’s
Next Top Model”
host Banks
57 Prefix with
gram or graph
59 Lima is its
capital
60 Ireland,
poetically
61 Chianti and
Merlot
63 Sombrero, e.g.
64 Battleship
letters

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD
SOLUTION
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PHOTO

PACE

SETTER
TOP: Lavender Chrissie walks out of the Paddock onto the
track for the 10th race of the Kentucky Oaks at Churchill
Downs, Friday May 1. Chrissie finished the race in eighth
place. HARRISON HILL/HERALD

TOP LEFT: Patrons make their way out of Churchill Downs
after American Pharoah won the 141st Kentucky Derby
in Louisville, Saturday May 2. The 2015 Kentucky Derby
drew a record crowd of more than 170,000. NICOLE BOLIAUX/HERALD

BOTTOM LEFT: Horseshoer Steven Norman, from Midway, shoes Supersonic the morning of the 141st Kentucky
Derby on the backside at Churchill Downs in Louisville on
Friday, May 1. JEFF BROWN/HERALD

BOTTOM: Jockey Victor Espinoza celebrates after crossing the finish line first aboard American Pharoah during the 141st running of the Kentucky Derby May 2, at
Churchill Downs in Louisville. It marks the second straight
year Espinoza has won the the biggest horse race in North
America after winning last year, riding California Chrome.
LUKE FRANKE/HERALD
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DIVA DOLL
Senior shines as drag ‘diva’
BY NICOLE ARES
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
Drag queens are makeup art-

of art, all for the rush of one perfor-

“bio-queen” by night, senior EB

Bar in Nashville.“Girls in this re-

mance.

McKinney performs in drag shows

gion don’t call themselves bio-

as a biological female.

queens or faux-queens, they call

A major subset of the drag com-

ists, costume designers, choreog-

munity are drag divas—biological

McKinney has taken on the

themselves divas and get insulted

raphers and stage performers all

women who live to be mistaken

persona of a bio-queen—a fe-

when someone calls them any-

in one. With little or no help at all,

as their male drag queen counter-

male performance artist who

thing else,” explained McKinney.

these men spend hours transform-

parts.

adopts the typical style of male

“I prefer for someone to call me a

ing themselves into majestic pieces

Musical theatre major by day and

drag queens—at Play Dance

SEE DIVA PAGE B3

Glasgow senior EB McKinney performs as a drag diva at Play, a Nashville club, on the weekends. She is a biologically female performer, but uses techniques and a
stage presence similar to those of female impersonators. PHOTO ILLUSTRION BYLEANORA BENKATO & KEEVIN HENLEY/HERALD

RAs provide unique atmosphere for residents
BY ABBY PONDER

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
Semester after semester,
resident assistants plaster tiny
cut-outs of cartoon characters
on the doors of their residents.
RAs, however, do much more
than peruse Pinterest and
come up with unique events
for students.
“For me, it’s about the relationships that you build,”
said Parish Richard, a sophomore from Radcliff. “I’ve met
so many cool people that are
now good friends of mine just
from being an RA. That’s probably the biggest thing for me:
the relationships that let you
connect with people.”
In addition to building community environments, RAs
also create bulletin boards
and door decorations, or
“door decs,” three times per
semester. While the floor

themes don’t have to convey
a universal message across all
the buildings on campus, they
are intended to be informative
and educational, but also creative.
Richard said she designs
her floor themes in Gilbert
Hall around relevant topics.
Around Valentine’s Day, she
organized a bulletin board
highlighting the do’s and
don’ts of dating.
“For me, personally, I’ll pick
themes based on what’s going on around campus or stuff
that I’ve specifically done,” she
said. “When I studied abroad
and went to Costa Rica, I
made my whole theme of door
decs and stuff about studying
abroad using globes.”
In Minton Hall, former RA
and Shepherdsville junior
McKenzie Perdew described
her creative process as one

SEE RA PAGE B3

Vine Grove sophomore Parish Richard stands in front of Gilbert Hall where she is a resident assistant, Saturday, May 2. “I enjoy
the relationships I've built with people more than anything,” Grove says about her time as an RA. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
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Campus Activities to host stress-relieving events
BY ANDREW HENDERSON

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

As students begin to prepare for finals, the Campus Activities Board is
gearing up to send the semester off
with a boom.
CAB will host their annual CAB-OOM
event on May 7 at South Lawn. CAB
Special Events Chair and Nashville senior Megan Dunn said the theme of
this year’s CAB-OOM is a carnival, and
students can expect to see “a little bit
of everything.” Events range from an
obstacle course, a bungee run, a dunk
tank, a mechanical bull, a climbing
wall and many more activities.
“It’s a way to let loose and have fun,”
Dunn said.
One of the main attractions is sure to
be a free fall platform, which students
can jump from at heights of 11 or 22
feet before landing safely on an inflatable bed below. Students participating
in this activity will be required to sign a
liability form as they are “literally free

Our line is, ‘We make the moments,’ so hopefully this
is a moment that seniors, freshmen who are just now
experiencing this will just take away a good memory."
Kamilah Champion, CAB President
falling from a platform” Dunn said.
Murfreesboro junior and Public Relations Chair Amanda Trail Cruz said CAB
was unable to host the event last year
due to budget cuts and changes within
the organization. She said she was disappointed they couldn’t hold the event
last year, but assures this year’s CABOOM will be fun and exciting.
“This is basically a big stress relief for
students,” Trail-Cruz said.
This vision to bring back CAB-OOM
was also shared by Evansville senior
and CAB President Kamilah Champion. Champion said she hopes the
event serves as a good stress reliever

for students as opportunities range
from eating food from Chaney’s Dairy
Barn to interacting with animals in a
petting zoo. She said she hopes for
students to not only have fun at CABOOM, but to also get a little more out
of it as well.
“Our line is, ‘We make the moments,’
so hopefully this is a moment that seniors, freshmen who are just now experiencing this will just take away a
good memory,” Champion said.
Dunn said she was very excited to
see where this year’s CAB-OOM goes
as she put a lot of effort into organizing the event. She said the event offers

something for everyone from music, to
food and to games.
“It’s a little bit of fun for everybody no
matter what you like to do,” Dunn said.
CAB is also sponsoring their Paint
U concert following the end of CABOOM.
“Paint U is basically a big paint party
on South Lawn,” Champion said.
Champion said this is the first year
CAB will be hosting this event, and
it’s something the organization hasn’t
done before. Students will be able to
dance to music played by two disk
jockeys and be covered in bright neon
paints. She said students who attend
CAB-OOM can pick up a white T-shirt
and then have it tie-dyed at Paint U.
“We just hope we have a good turnout. We hope it doesn’t rain. We just hope
students enjoy it,” Champion said.
CAB-OOM will be Thursday, from 2
p.m. to 7 p.m. on South Lawn. Paint U
will begin the same day at 9 p.m. and
end at midnight and will also be held
on South Lawn.

Campus center starting sexual assault awareness campaign
BY LINDSAY WHITTINGTON

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Among the smattering of posters that
line the walls of WKU’s campus buildings, there are some new advertisements catching eyes. These new prints
have headlines in capital letters and
large font with slogans like, “Consent is
mutual,” and “No excuses.”
These are just a few of the materials
being used by WKU’s Counseling and
Testing Center in their new consent
and sexual assault awareness campaign. This campaign, which launched
on April 30, uses a combination of
posters and videos displayed on campus and posted on social media to
raise awareness.
Karl Laves, the associate director of
the Counseling and Testing Center,
said that the photos and videos being
used in the campaign pose interesting

DIVA

Continued from LIFE
bio-queen because as a performer it’s
a privilege to hold the title of queen.”
McKinney’s stage name is Monroe
Fitzgerald because Marilyn Monroe
and F. Scott Fitzgerald inspire her.
“Marilyn Monroe stood for feminism,
women’s empowerment and bringing
sexuality into a positive light during a
time when none of those ideas were
accepted yet,” McKinney said. “That’s
kind of what I want to do in drag. I
want to bring feminist thought into the
drag setting, which is absolutely unheard of.”
McKinney’s former partner introduced her to the drag lifestyle three
years ago. She has now been performing for more than two years.
Amber Bryant, McKinney’s girlfriend of 10 months, met her through
drag and said “something about her
screamed performer.”
“I think it’s commendable to be honest,” Bryant said. “She is using her passion for theater and the stage to venture into a new avenue of expression.
Being a bio-queen allows her an outlet
that perhaps musical theater doesn’t.
It’s allowing her to combine her passions within and outside of her career
into a new form.”

RA

Continued from LIFE

that looked to the students.
Perdew said she tried to keep her
boards as interactive as possible. For example, one of her favorite themes was
a re-creation of the floor’s Twitter page.
“For the actual bulletin board, I set
it up like how the Twitter profile looks,
and I did it from the perspective of the
sixth floor,” Perdew said. “We also had
a Twitter account for our floor, so [the
bulletin board] let them know about
that and let them ask questions if they
didn’t feel comfortable doing it them-

questions and situations that are designed to get people to challenge their
assumptions.
“There’s a growing awareness on college campuses and universities that
women in particular are often the
victims of sexual assault,” Laves said.
“One way we can reduce the instances
of some of this sexual assault is by getting both men and women to understand the idea of consent.”
Elizabeth Madariaga, a sexual assault services coordinator at WKU’s
Counseling and Testing Center, said
that consent must be given without
coercion and without the influence of
drugs or alcohol.
“Consent needs to be active, respectful, voluntary, sober,” Madariaga said
in an email. “Without consent, control
is taken away from the victim or survivor, and it’s illegal.”
Approximately one in three women

and one in seven men will have some
form of non-consensual sexual experience in their lifetime, according
to a survey conducted by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
College-aged women in particular are
four times more likely than any other
age group to be assaulted, according to
Madariaga.
Laves said that the posters also challenge ideas about consent, such as “no
means yes,” “it doesn’t matter what she
wants” and “if she didn’t say anything,

then she was okay with it.”
Bob Skipper, the director of media relations at WKU, was one of the
people featured in the center’s campaign video. He said that consent is
necessary because it’s important in a
relationship for partners to be on the
same page.
“I have become a campus persona,
and I hope that my recognition will
make an impact on students and that
they will think before they act,” Skipper
said.

Despite the new, McKinney still has
the utmost respect for the original
queens, she said.
“I have always had the utmost respect for drag queens. I think it is a
forgotten and disrespected art form,”
says McKinney. “The time, dedication
and money that these men sacrifice to
perform is outstanding.”
At first, McKinney worried becoming a bio-queen would be a distraction
from school, but she now feels it has
prepared her for the real world.
“If you cannot handle it, then you
should do something else,” McKinney
explained. “That is kind of harsh, but
it is the way the world works. If you do
not have the guts and willpower, then
step aside and let someone else do it.”
Fiona Mowbray, performing arts and
international business double major,
has experienced, firsthand, McKinney’s evolution from a musical theater
performer to bio-queen over the last
four years.
“In my opinion, musical theater and
drag go hand in hand,” Mowbray said.
“There is still this prejudice that drag is
not an art of the same caliber as theater, but that’s starting to change.”
Putting on a drag performance takes
time, dedication and extreme creativity. In preparation for each number,
McKinney begins by choosing music

that will show her belief in feminism
and desire to take back her sexuality.
“I try to choose songs that show
women’s empowerment, independence, and bring a positive or powerful
message about women and their bodies,” says McKinney.
After she chooses the perfect song,
McKinney spends countless days picking through secondhand and craft
stores to find the perfect costume to
highlight her performance.
“I spend two or three days shopping
around Goodwill, Hobby Lobby, Michaels and whatever I can find online
that is cheap because I am ballin’ on a
budget,” McKinney said.
However, McKinney says the most
important element of her costume is
the shoes she wears.
“I have one pair of shoes that I call my
dance shoes,” explained McKinney. “If
I’m doing moves like drop splits, death
drops, turns, leaps or anything like
that, I will always wear those shoes—
even if they don’t match my outfit.
They are my character heels.”
A typical drag show takes place in a
bar or club and audience members
have the opportunity to converse with
the performers and give them feedback.
“It’s like going to the club or going
out with your friends—with a twist,”

exclaimed McKinney. “You get to see
all of these unique performances and
immerse in the experience. If you like
the performer, its drag etiquette to give
him or her a tip.”
McKinney’s favorite part about being
a bio-queen isn’t performing onstage,
but helping and learning from other
drag queens.
“I beg the other queens to watch
them do their makeup on their show
nights, just to see how they do it and
try to incorporate what they do in my
look,” McKinney says.
As long as her body allows it, McKinney will continue to perform as a bioqueen.
“I am also pursuing an acting career
in musical theater, film and television,
but drag will be equally important to
me,” explained McKinney. “So I will
have two careers instead of one.”
Next year, McKinney plans to compete for the national title of Miss Diva
USofA and to continue to entertain.
“In the future, I would like to continue performing in larger venues, make
an established name for myself and
be an outlet for others who are thinking about becoming a part of the drag
world,” McKinney explained. “There is
room for all kinds of people in drag because we are all different.”

selves in person.”
In addition to the educational
themes, the RAs were also encouraged
to explore other creative outlets.
Sarah Snipes, a Lawrenceburg senior
and former RA in Minton and McLean
Halls, said one of her favorite floor
themes involved the Pixar movie “Up.”
“It wasn’t educational, but I thought
it was really interactive for my residents,” Snipes said. “I made the little
house from ‘Up’ and had the girls fill
out a balloon with things that lifted
them up: things that encouraged them,
things they liked to do and things that
made them happy in life. So they each

got to post a balloon up on the board
until everyone had a balloon up there.”
Snipes said she drew a lot of inspiration from pop culture, specifically
movies and children’s literature. She
tried, however, to keep the themes universally accessible and make everyone
feel comfortable.
She said Housing and Residence Life
works hard to make all people feel included.
“They usually encouraged you to
do a little bit more, like making a list
of birthdays for people on the floor,”
Perdew said. “Just different things like
that to cover the empty wall space,

but also make the floor feel more like
a community that keeps people engaged.”
Pinterest and similar sites are valuables resources for the creative process, all three RAs said. The time it took
to create the themes varied depending
on the scale of the project.
Snipes said she enjoyed being able
to leave an impression on students at
WKU, making them feel at home.
“I’m going into teaching, and it’s kind
of like that,” she said. “It’s a lasting impression for people, knowing that you
made them feel comfortable and like
they had a place at Western.”

Consent needs to be active, respectful, voluntary,
sober. Without consent, control is taken away from
the victim or survivor, and it’s illegal.”
Elizabeth Madariaga, Sexual Assualt service coordniator
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THE FINAL COUNTDOWN
F R E E E V E N T S TO AT T E N D D U R I N G F I N A L S W E E K

SUNDAY

MONDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

MAY 10

MAY 11

Starbucks Exam Jam
Free coffee and cookies
8 - 10 p.m.
DSU
Java City Library Exam Jam
Free coffee and cookies
10 p.m. - midnight
Helm-Cravens library

Paws for Stress
1 - 4 p.m.
DSU courtyard

Lavender Graduation
Ceremony
7 - 11 p.m.
Augenstein Alumni Center
Starbucks Exam Jam
Free coffee and cookies
8 - 10 p.m.
DSU

MAY 13

Latino Recognition
Ceremony
6 - 9 p.m.
Kentucky Building Welcome
Center

MAY 14

MAY 15

Navitas Graduation
Ceremony
2 - 4 p.m.
DSU 1071

Grad Ceremony

Starbucks Exam Jam
Free coffee and cookies
8 - 10 p.m.
DSU

Starbucks Exam Jam
Free coffee and cookies
8 - 10 p.m.
DSU
Java City Library Exam Jam
10 p.m. - midnight
Helm-Cravens library

FRIDAY
5 p.m.
Diddle Arena

Outstanding Black
Graduates Ceremony
7 - 11 p.m.
Van Meter Hall 0204

Java City Library Exam Jam
10 p.m. - midnight
Helm-Cravens library

Java City Library Exam Jam
Free coffee and cookies
10 p.m. - midnight
Helm-Cravens library

2015 SPRING FINALS SCHEDULE
MAY 11

MAY 12

MAY 13

MAY 14

MAY 15

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Classes meeting
first at 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday

Classes meeting
first at 8:00 a.m.
Monday

FOR STUDY

Classes meeting
first at 10:20 a.m.
Monday

Classes meeting
first at 1:50 p.m.
Monday

Multiple Sections of
ACCT 200, 201; CHEM
222 and FIN 330

Classes meeting
first at 9:35 a.m.
Tuesday

Classes meeting
first at 3:00 p.m.
Monday

D AY

T I M E

8:00 A.M. TO
10:00 A.M.

Classes meeting
first at 11:10 a.m.
Tuesday

Classes meeting
first at 9:10 a.m.
Monday

10:30 A.M. TO
12:30 P.M.

Classes meeting
first at 11:30 a.m.
Monday

Classes meeting
first at 12:45 p.m.
Tuesday

1:00 A.M. TO
3:00 P.M.

Classes meeting
first at 2:20 p.m.
Tuesday

Classes meeting
first at 12:40 p.m.
Monday

L AT E

C L A S S E S

RESERVED

A F T E R N O O N

&

N I G H T

C L A S S E S

3:45 P.M. TO
5:45 P.M.

Classes meeting at
4:00 p.m. Monday
only; 4:00 p.m.
Mon/Wed

Classes meeting at
3:30 p.m. Tuesday
only;
3:30 p.m. Tues/Thurs

Classes meeting at
4:00 p.m. Wednesday
only; 5:30 p.m. Mon/
Wed

Classes meeting at
3:30 p.m. Thursday
only; 5:00 p.m. Tues/
Thurs

6:00 P.M. TO
8:00 P.M.

Classes meeting at
5:30 p.m. Monday
only; 7:00 p.m.
Monday only;
7:00 p.m. Mon/
Wed

Classes meeting at 5:00
p.m. Tuesday only;
6:30 p.m. Tuesday only;
6:30 p.m. Tues/Thurs
only

Classes meeting at
5:30 p.m. Wednesday only; 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday only

Classes meeting at
5:00 p.m. Thursday
only; 6:30 p.m.
Thursday only

NOTES:
1.) All final examinations for Main Campus and South Campus courses must be administered according to this schedule.
2.) Final examinations for regional campus courses are administered at the regular class meeting time during finals week.
3.) Class times not included in the above schedule will have a final examination time selected by the instructor and approved by the department head.
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Food changes coming to WKU next semester
BY JESSICA VOORHEES

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

New food options rest on
the horizon for WKU students,
including beer, international
fare and gelato.
Gary Meszaros, assistant
vice president of Building
and Auxiliary Services, said
the biggest upcoming change
in dining will be Brew Pub, a
restaurant featuring alcoholic

beverages, sandwiches and a
dance floor.
Steve Hoyng, resident district manager for Aramark,
said Brew Pub will include
mostly "bar food," such as
double dogs, hamburgers and
jalepeño poppers.
Meszaros said the restaurant
will reside in the Garret Conference Center on the main floor.
He said renovation of the
building will take place in

2017, and he will meet with architects and people from Student Affairs on Friday to draw
up the plans.
"We're still going through
the process, and nothing is final," Meszaros said.
The Student Government
Association requested the
availability of beer on campus
in December.
Meszaros said next year the
Passport Café will open in the

new Honors College and International building in August
or September.
He said the café will provide
a small snack bar to students.
Hoyng said the café will also
feature gelato and American
items with "international
flair."
Hoyng said the menu of Redzone will change next year to
keep student favorites, such as
chicken fingers and pancakes

and eliminate other less popular items, such as the Kentucky bourbon salad.
He said about 10 new items
will replace the old unpopular
options.
Hoyng said the WKU Restaurant Group will discuss redesigning the menu at Fresh
Food Company and the operating hours of dining locations
on campus at the end of the
school year.

Calendar
TUESDAY, MAY 5

Valleypalooza:
Cinco de Mayo Edition
Location: The Valley
Time: 1 p.m.

Teafusion Worskshops
Location: Tea Bayou. 906 State St.
42101
Time: 12 p.m.

"Last Chance to Dance"
Location: Fine Arts Center Russell
Miller Theatre, Room 0214
Time: 4 p.m.
Admission: Free

Bowling Green Farmer's Market
Location: 1751 Scottsville Road
Time: 6 p.m.

Student Government
Association Meeting
Location: Downing Student
Union 2081
Time: 5 p.m.

Invisible Universe
Location: Hardin Planetarium
Time: 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6
"Why People are Bad"
Student Identity Outrech
Food for Thought
Location: DSU 2122
Location: Knicley Conference
Time: 7 p.m.
Center
Time: 11 a.m.
Gatton Academy
Expansion Celebration
Location: Gatton Academy Lawn
Time: 4 p.m.

Thursday, MAY 7
CAB-OOM
Location: South Lawn
Time: 2 p.m.
Time: 7 p.m.

African Drum Circle
Location: DSU 1037
Time: 7 p.m.

Bluegrass James
Location: Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge. 150 Corvette Drive
Time: 5:30 p.m.

Friday, MAY 8
Best Buddies End of the Year
Banquet
Location: DSU 1037
Time: 6 p.m.

ENHANCE

your
MOtivation

Alex Oldham, WKU Junior
Psychology Major
Bowling Green, Kentucky

SATURDAY, MAY 9
Pickin’ on the Patio
Location: Boyce General Store.
10551 Woodburn Allen Springs Rd,
Alvaton, KY 42122
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Musical Guest: Toad Strangler

Around the World in 80 Minutes
Location: Fine Arts Center
Recital Hall
Time: 3 p.m.
Admission: Free

Wkuherald.com
WKu's no. 1 source
for campus news
FOLLOW US
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MAYHEM
HEM
MADNESS

TOP: Owensboro graduate student Gabby Canant (center) cheers
for All Deeds Done during Mayhem
on Friday at Circus Square Park.
LEFT: Andrew Shepard plays with
his band Roadkill Ghost Choir during Mayhem on Friday at Circus
Square Park. The free concert, hosted by Revolution 91.7, featured
nine local and regional bands with
proceeds from the event going to
support Rainhill Equine Facility.
MIDDLE LEFT: Arafat Amira from
Prince Hookah Lounge smokes
hookah during Mayhem.

Photos by:

MIKE CLARK

BOTTOM: Lucas Loyd performs
with his band All Deeds Done during Mayhem.
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SPORTS

WKU Head Coach Michelle Clark-Heard reacts to a Lady Toppers basket during a 60-57 win over Southern Miss in the championship game of the Conference USA Tournament, March 14, at Legacy Arena in Birmingham, Alabama. The Lady Topper's secured an automatic berth to the NCAA tournament with the win. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

to the top

Michelle Clark-Heard takes unconventional route to success
BY JONAH PHILLIPS

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

T

he second rung in the ladder
seemed easier for her to climb
than the first and the third
more so than the second and so on.
She has done this before.
Just the season before the former
WKU player was climbing a similar
ladder in New Orleans, cutting down
the net in celebration of her first conference championship with WKU.
But her journey to the Hill and all the
success that has come with it, is not
what you would expect from a proven
Division I coach.
“It’s pretty funny. I think my story is
a little bit different than most people’s.
I didn’t start playing basketball till the
ninth grade,” Head Coach Michelle
Clark-Heard said. “I give a lot of credit

to my high school coach, who basically
followed me around every single day at
school.”
A Kentucky native, Clark-Heard
learned to love basketball under Head
Coach Jerry Wilson at Atherton High
School in Louisville. Wilson saw potential in the athletic freshman and insisted she tryout.
“He knew who my friends were and
everything because he was trying to
convince me to play basketball—because I didn’t play in middle school,”
Clark-Heard said.
Wilson pushed Michelle to at least go
and tryout, saying that if she didn’t like
it, at least she tried.
“So I showed up at tryouts and of
course he made it seem like I was the
best player in the gym, which I wasn’t,”
Clark-Heard said. “But I am just very
thankful for having someone that re-

WKU Head Coach Michelle Clark-Heard highfives senior guard Alexis
Govan during the Hilltopper's 70-67 win over
Charlotte in the second
round of the Conference
USA tournament, March
12 at Bartow Arena in
Birmingham, Alabama.
Govan led the game
with 21 points JEFF
BROWN/HERALD

ally pushed me… From that day forth,
he became a really big inspiration in
my life.”
Growing up on the east end of Oak
Street in downtown Louisville, ClarkHeard lived across the street from Shelby Park, where, after she received a gift

from Coach Wilson, she learned the art
of determination.
“The more I was around basketball
the more that I loved it, and the more
I wanted to be really good. I lived right
across the street from a park, which

SEE CLARK-HEARD PAGE C3

BEYOND THE ARC

League-high number of student athletes excel in the classroom
BY JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
When Commissioner Britton Banowsky released the
Conference USA Commiss i o n e r ’s
Honor Roll,
it gave WKU
Athletic Director Todd
Stewart and
P re s i d e n t
Gary Ransdell anothJonah Phillips er reason
to be confident in the school’s move
away from the Sun Belt Conference.
In WKU’s first season in
the league, Banowsky recognized a total of 197 Hilltopper student-athletes for having a cumulative GPA of 3.0
or better—placing them on
the C-USA Commissioner’s
Honor Roll.
That is just more than 53.5
percent of the WKU student-

athlete population.
What is perhaps more impressive is the 56 studentathletes that received the
C-USA Commissioner’s Academic Medal, awarded to
student athletes with an average GPA of 3.75 or better.
This figure was the most of
any C-USA school—by nearly
10 student athletes. Charlotte
offered the second most academic medal recipients with
48, and Rice followed suit
with 45.
This means that not only
did more than half of Western’s student-athletes exceed
expectations and land themselves on the league commissioner’s honor roll (3.0 GPA or
higher), but just more than 15
percent of WKU’s 367 student
athletes were recognized as
exceptional (3.75 GPA or higher) in the eyes of the league.
Included in the list of both

SEE BEYOND THE ARC
PAGE C3

C-USA Honor ROll
league-high 56
student-athletes
earned conference
Usa Academic medal
nearly 54% of wku student
final grade report
athletes earned the Award
math 208
A+
english 300
their cumulative G.p.a.
b
Geography 100 A- was a 3.75 or better

in the past year, 101 hilltopper student
athletes have graduated
75 in may 2014 and 25 in December 2015
“to have over half of our student-athletes hold a 3.0 gpa and
have 56 have a 3.75 GPA is a very impressive accomplishment”Todd Stewart, WKU director of athletics

Recipients Sport

11
9
6
6
5
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1

women’s Soccer
YQOGPnUVTCEMCPFæGNF
women’s swimming and diving
women’s golf
baseball
volleyball
women’s tennis
VTCEMCPFæGNF
OGPnUVTCEMCPFæGNF
Football
men’s golf
women’s basketball
Men’s swimming and diving
softball
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was actually really beneficial to me,”
Clark-Heard said. “My coach actually
gave me my first red, white and blue
basketball—I will never forget that. I
remember I stayed in that park every
single day just trying to get better.”
While her introduction to basketball
was later than that of most of her high
school teammates, it didn’t take long
for Clark-Heard to establish herself as
a top athlete in the state of Kentucky.
“She was one of the best players in
the state of Kentucky… we recruited
her from her sophomore year on,” said
Paul Sanderford, Clark-Heard’s coach
at WKU.
“A kid her size, with great hands—
I don’t know if you have noticed but
Michelle has huge hands,” Sanderford
said. “One of the first things I noticed
was she caught everything—you didn’t
have to throw a good pass. You just had
to throw it in her general vicinity… If
she got her hands on it, it was hers, and
no one was taking it away from her.””
By her senior season, Clark-Heard
was named the 1986 Kentucky High
School State Player of the Year and was
being recruited by a handful of the top
programs in the nation.
“There was a ton,” Clark-Heard said
of the programs recruiting her. “Pat
Summit came to my house—I was

JEFF BROWN/
HERALD

out of high school, offering me before
anybody saw in me what he saw.”
Sanderford coached Clark-Heard
during her time as a student-athlete at
WKU. As a four-year letter winner, she
contributed to a team that saw four

The more I was around basketball the
more that I loved it, and the more I
wanted to be really good. I lived right
across the street from a park, which
was actually really beneﬁcial to me.”
Michelle Clark-Heard, Women's Basketball Coach
recruited heavily by Tennessee. Andy
Landers from Georgia, Penn State—I
was recruited by a lot of schools, but I
only went on two visits.”
Clark-Heard went on recruitment
visits to San Diego and WKU, but after
her visit to the latter, she said she knew
where her new home would be.
Yet, there was another factor that
would jump-start Clark-Heard’s career
as a student-athlete and unknowingly,
her career far beyond those bounds.
She remembers playing in Diddle
Arena with Atherton in the state basketball tournament and being mesmerized by the size and enthusiasm of
the crowd.
She was drawn into the competitive
atmosphere that WKU provided, but
there was one more thing that WKU
provided that no other university did:
her very first scholarship offer.
“Coach Sanderford and the staff offered me a scholarship, and they were
the first to offer—I never forgot that,”
Clark-Heard said. “I give him just a ton
of credit for believing in me, coming

BEYOND THE ARC
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honor roll inductees and academic
medal recipients are members of the
now suspended swimming and diving
program.
Even better than WKU’s near 54 percent of student-athletes on the honor
roll, the now non-existent swimming
and diving program notched 61 percent of their athletes on the honor roll.
Similar to the WKU total percentage of
academic medal recipients, just under 15 percent of the roster pulled that
mark in.
With a conference-leading mark in
academics, WKU student athletes are
showing their competitive nature outside of their respective sports.
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WKU Head
Coach
Michelle
Clark-Heard
yells to the
team as
they defend
against Texas, March 20
in the NCAA
Division I
Women's
Basketball
Championship first
round at
Haas Pavilion
in Berkeley,
California.
WKU lost
66-64.

NCAA tournaments, two Sun Belt Conference tournaments (1988, 1989), and
totaled 89 wins.
Upon graduation, Clark-Heard spent
eight and a half years between Bowling
Green and Louisville working in various parks and recreation departments.
After relocating from Bowling Green
Parks and Recreation to Louisville, she
decided she wanted to get back into
basketball.
Ken Smith, head coach at Dupont
Manual High School, was familiar
with Clark-Heard from her high school
days, coaching against her in her time
as an athlete at Atherton.
After an iconic career on the Hill,
Smith was anxious to give Clark-Heard
her first crack at coaching.
She coached as an assistant at Manual for the 1994-1995 season, but remained in close contact with Coach
Sanderford. She had bigger plans than
high school basketball.
“She called me a couple of times
about coming on as a grad assistant at
Nebraska,” Sanderford said, who was
at the time completing a move away
from his illustrious career at WKU to
take the reigns at the University of Nebraska.
“I thought she was crazy for walking
away from a good job, but that is really what she wanted to do, so I hired
her as a GA and she went to graduate
school at the University of Nebraska,”
Sanderford said. “Once she graduated,
I had an opening and hired her as an
assistant.”
Clark-Heard’s coaching career progressed as follows: one year as an assistant at Dupont Manual High School
under Ken Smith, four years (GA/assistant) at Nebraska, three years as an
assistant at Cincinnati, two years at
Kentucky State (her first head coaching job, Division II), five years as an
assistant at UofL, and current head
coach at WKU (three seasons and

counting).
The bounce from program to program allowed Clark-Heard to observe
many different coaching styles and
really come to terms with the style of
coach she aspired to be.
“I didn’t know if I wanted to be a head
coach at first, but once I got the Division II head coaching job, of course I
loved it,” Clark-Heard said. “I loved the
part of seeing and knowing that the
players were always wondering how
they were doing, and wondering what
we were going to do the next day—I
really liked that part, and I didn’t really realize that until I got to Kentucky
State.”
Not only did she gain her first headcoaching experience at Kentucky
State, but also the confidence, vision
and basketball IQ required to be a successful coach in Division I.
“I really got going there (Kentucky
State), but I think what really helped
polish me and made me the coach I
am today was (my time at) Louisville,”
Clark-Heard said. “I knew I had laid
down the foundation of what kind of
coach I wanted to be at Kentucky State,

games of that first season really solidified who we were going to be.”
From the outside it appears that her
plan has worked.
After taking the reigns of a staggering
program with a losing record, she has
posted 76 wins in three seasons—the
most in a coaches first three seasons in
WKU history (men’s or women’s)—and
nabbed two conference tournament
championships, one in the Sun Belt
and the other in Conference USA.
Her most recent accolade involves
representing the United States at the
Pan-American games, where she was
named an assistant coach. The honor
came as a big surprise to the reigning
C-USA Women’s Basketball Coach of
the Year.
“I came in one day to the office with a
voicemail from the woman who looks
over it,” Clark-Heard said. “At first I
actually thought she might have been
calling to talk to me about one of our
players trying out for the team.”
In the upcoming weeks, Clark-Heard
will shift her focus to the U.S. national
team.
From May 13 to 17, trials will be held

WKU Head Coach Michelle Clark-Heard cuts
down the net following
her team's championship
victory against Southern
Miss in the Conference USA
tournament Friday, March
14, at Legacy Arena in
Birmingham, Alabam. The
victory clinched a NCAA
tournament spot for the
Lady Toppers and vaulted
their record to 30-4. LUKE
FRANKE/HERALD

but it put solidification on it while I
was at Louisville… coaching with Jeff
(Walz), I think he is one of the greatest
minds in the game right now. ”
As her career as a coach comes seemingly full circle with a return to WKU,
her decision made in 1986 to come to
WKU weighs more and more on her
mind.
“I think about it a ton—not just for
the fact that now I pull up everyday
to coach basketball,” Clark-Heard explained. “Now, I want to give back to
these players like coach Sanderford
did for me.”
But once she packed up shop at
Louisville and took the helm at WKU,
Clark-Heard and her staff certainly had
their work cut out for them.
She inherited a program that had endured a grueling 10-21 season the year
before.
“(The coaching staff’s) first initial
plan was to get the girls to understand
that we were there to make them better. That was the first step—to build relationships,” Clark-Heard said. “I think
it worked unbelievably… The first 12

in Colorado Springs, Colorado, where
athletes will be evaluated and ultimately, a team will be chosen—a process that Clark-Heard said is decided
on by the same committee that named
her an assistant coach.
After a brief break, she will travel back
to Colorado on July 4 and practice for less
than a week before heading to Toronto
and Ontario, Canada for the games.
Whether it be her 30-plus win campaign this past season, or her introduction to coaching on the international
level, Clark-Heard is certainly a large
and growing presence in women’s basketball— a presence that was sensed
by Paul Sanderford before anyone else
caught onto it.
“She is just a great person,” Sanderford said. “A great teammate and a
great person, and I think that is one
of the things that has made her a very
successful coach—she understands
what it takes to be a great teammate.
The biggest thing is that she put the
players in a situation where they are

SEE CLARK-HEARD PAGE C4
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BASEBALL

WKU drops in close series against conference rival MTSU
BY JOHN REECER

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU baseball team
(23-23) dropped all three of
its conference games this
weekend against rival Middle
Tennessee State (28-20) in
Murfreesboro, Tennessee in
heartbreaking fashion.
In the first two contests,
the Blue Raiders managed
to mount comebacks late to
win on the last at bats of both
match ups. The sweep now
puts WKU at ninth place in the
conference standings, meaning the Hilltoppers are currently out of the conference
tournament.
“It’s unfortunate,” Head
Coach Matt Myers said. “You
got to make plays to win. We
had enough chances to make
plays this series, and we just
didn’t do that.”
The first game saw an allaround performance from the
Hilltoppers for the first seven
innings as WKU held onto a
4-2 lead. The Blue Raiders,
however, mounted a fierce
comeback to score three runs
in the final two innings.
Junior starter John Harman
gave the Hilltoppers a quality
start. The right-hander lasted

5.1 innings, only giving up two
runs on seven hits.
WKU also saw solid performances from junior third
baseman Danny Hudzina,
who started the Hilltopper effort with a solo home run in
the first inning, and senior first
baseman Ryan Church, who
continued his hot streak with
two hits and an RBI.
The second match up saw
more of the same heartbreak
for WKU as the Blue Raiders
rallied from a 4-3 deficit in the
ninth inning to win 5-4.
The critical play of the game
occurred with two outs and
two strikes left in the bottom
of the ninth. MTSU hit a single
out to right field. Junior right
fielder Trevor Lowe fielded
the ball and threw it to home
plate in attempt to stop the
game-tying run from scoring,
but MTSU managed to step
around the tag to tie the game
up at 4-4.
“That should have been an
out, and it shouldn’t have ever
happened,” Myers said. “We
weren’t ready to make the tag
there, but you can’t ask for a better throw from Trevor Lowe.”
Senior pitcher Brennan Pearson went 6.1 innings, only giving up three runs on seven
hits. Sophomore pitcher Kevin

WKU senior infielder Ryan Church, of West Palm Beach, Florida, attempts to catch a ball thrown his
way while Austin Peay outfielder Cayce Bredlau, of Clarksville, Tennessee, slides to first base at Nick
Denes Field, Tuesday, April 28. The Hilltoppers beat the Governors, 6-5. MIKE CLARK/HERALD
Elder also gave Pearson solid
relief.
“Kevin Elder was outstanding tonight, and he was so
gutsy,” Myers said. “He did not
deserve that kind of result.”
The last game of the series,
on Sunday, showcased a Blue
Raider victory as MTSU out-

hit WKU 12-8. The Hilltoppers
committed three errors in the
9-2 blowout.
"Those guys over there just
have some mojo going right
now,” Myers said. “They aren’t
better than us, but they have a
lot of mojo right now. We just
have to start finding ways to

CLARK-HEARD
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comfortable and maximize their potential.”
Though her ability to unite studentathletes is not the only perennial skill
Clark-Heard has obtained through her
career, according to Sanderford.
Her ability to thrive in a competitive
environment is something Sanderford
believes is paramount to what she has
done at WKU in just three seasons.
“The expectations at WKU are tremendous—I know the expectations.
I was part of a program that went to
15 NCAA tournaments and three final fours, and it just never seems to
be enough, unless you win a National
Championship,” Sanderford said.
“You have to relish in that, and I think
Michelle does. That’s a big part of her

I think that is one of the things that has made her
a very successful coach—she understands what
it takes to be a great teammate. ”
Paul Sanderford
personality—that she likes those expectations,” he said.
Clark-Heard and Sanderford’s relationships extend beyond that of a
coach and their athletes and even further than that of a coach and their assistant (their relationship in Nebraska).
With Clark-Heard’s father passing
away roughly 15 years ago, Sanderford
walked Clark-Heard down the aisle almost 12 years ago when she married
her husband, Luther.
That's the level of connection that

Sanderford and Clark-Heard have, and
Clark-Heard said she thinks all the time
about how thankful she is for someone
like Paul in her life.
“We have always been super close,”
Clark-Heard said. “I am just so grateful for him seeing in me—not only as
a player but as a coach—and giving
me an opportunity. He has coached
a thousand players, and could have
chose anyone, but he chose me.”
Clark-Heard recalls one of her proudest memories involving Sanderford,

win.”
The Hilltoppers will be back
in action in their final midweek game of the season,
Tuesday against Lipscomb
University in Nashville at 6
p.m. They will visit Marshall
in a pivotal three-game league
series next weekend.

referencing her second season at the
helm at WKU.
“When he was at the Sun Belt Championships doing the radio, that was
one of my biggest highlights,” ClarkHeard said. “I know how much he has
done for this program, and it was just
awesome to have him see us win a
championship that fast.”
For Clark-Heard, the conference
championships and NCAA appearances are exciting and well earned, but
they are all just pieces to her puzzle as
a coach.
“For all my players, I feel like I had a
part in their growing up and in their
maturity… I am just so proud of Michelle and her accomplishments—I
take a lot of pride in that,” Sanderford
said. “I think her strongest asset is her
ability to connect with the players,
which is huge for any coach.”
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THREE HILLTOPPER FOOTBALL PLAYERS HAVE SIGNED UNDRAFTED FREE AGENT CONTRACTS IN
THE NFL, JOINING SEVEN HILLTOPPERS WHO WERE IN THE LEAGUE LAST SEASON.
The National Football
League hosted its threeday draft last weekend and
no players from the WKU
football team were selected.
However, three former
players continued to gain
some buzz and have now
signed undrafted free
agent contracts with three
different teams.
Offensive tackle Cameron Clemmons signed with

the San Diego Chargers,
tight end Mitchell Henry is
headed to Green Bay and
cornerback Cam Thomas
will join the Buffalo Bills.
The men will join seven
former Hilltoppers who
were in the NFL last season, including linebacker
Andrew Jackson of the Indianapolis Colts and cornerback Jonathan Dowling
of the Oakland Raiders,
both selected in the 2014

cameron clemmons
Offensive tackle

Cam thomas
Defensive back

6'6, 305 lbs.

6'1, 190 lbs.

san Diego chargers
HELPED the Hilltoppers
TO 6,950 ALL PURPOSE
YARDS AND 2,084 RUSHING
YARDS LAST SEASON

BUffalo Bills
37 SOLO TACKLES,
8 ASSISTED TACKLES,
1 TACKLE FOR A LOSS
and 2 INTERCEPTIONS

NFL draft.
Other former Hilltoppers in the NFL include
running back Antonio Andrews, who played with
the Tennessee Titans last
season; running back
Bobby Rainey, who is a
Super Bowl winner with
the Ravens and currently
is signed to the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers; and tight end
Jack Doyle, who is currently signed to his hometown

team, the Indianapolis
Colts.
Defensive back Derrius
Brooks has found a home
with fellow former Topper Bobby Rainey on the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
roster. Rounding out the
pro Toppers is defensive
end Quanterus Smith, who
is currently under contract
with the Denver Broncos.
Herald Sports Staff
Sports@WKUHerald.com

mitchell henry
tight end

6'4, 245 lbs.

Green Bay Packers
32 RECEPTIONS,
489 YARDS,
15.3 YARD AVERAGE and
4 TD'S LAST SEASON
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SOFTBALL

Lady Toppers clench C-USA regular season title
BY HUNTER FRINT

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Lady Toppers (31-12, 165), who were picked to finish
fifth in a pre-season poll, have
finished their regular season
as Conference USA regular
season champions. The finale
of the regular season against
Middle Tennessee (22-29,
5-19) ended with WKU clinching the series 2-1.
The first two games were
played on Saturday, with the
Lady Toppers winning game
one 3-0, but losing game two
6-1 due to MTSU’s strength at
the mound.
Game three was played Sunday. WKU secured the C-USA
regular season Championship
with a comeback win of 11-7.
“Yeah, I think we all feel good
coming off of a win the last game
of the regular season. We scored
11 runs, which feels fantastic,”
said Head Coach Amy Tudor.
With this series win, the Lady
Toppers have won all seven of
the conference series played this
season, along with two sweeps.

Game One WKU-3, MTSU-0

Senior Miranda Kramer
pitched her third no-hitter of
the season and of her career
during game one. This is the
10th no-hitter in WKU history and the fifth under Head
Coach Amy Tudor in her two
years with the program.
Kramer is the only WKU
pitcher in program history to
accumulate three no-hitters.
She threw 13 strikeouts total,
while allowing just one walk.
“It’s great. I didn’t even think
about it until it happened,”
said Kramer. “I’d never even
thrown a no-hitter until this
year, so it’s just kind of crazy
to me that I have three in one
year under Coach Tudor. It’s
great. It’s exciting.”
WKU took advantage of
three Tennessee errors and
collectively had nine hits. Larissa Franklin went three for
four and Shawna Sadler posted two hits.
Franklin began the game with
a single. Kayti Hanson sacrificed a bunt, and after an illegal
pitch Franklin bolted home for
the first run of the game.
In the second inning, backto-back errors posted Lexie
Norfleet on third base. Shortly

Senior pitcher Janna Scheff throws a fast ball during the top of the second inning against the Southern Miss. Lady Eagles in a double
header, April 11. ANDREW LIVESAY/SPECIAL TO THE HERALD
after, Franklin hit an RBI single
that sent Norfleet home.
The final run for the Lady
Toppers was set up in the
fifth, when Brooke Holloway’s
hit put senior Dani Pugh into
scoring position. Norfleet then
punched an RBI single down
the right field line, sending
Pugh to score the third run.

Game Two MTSU-6, WKU-1

The Blue Raider’s took the 6-1
win for game two on Saturday
based on the four runs they
scored in the second inning.
WKU avoided a shut out in the
second game with Sadler’s lone
run in the sixth inning.
Middle Tennessee’s pitcher
Megan Chocallo (5-5) earned
the win, allowing just four hits
and one walk. WKU’s pitcher
Janna Scheff went 1.1 innings,
allowing four hits, four walks
and a strikeout.
Hannah Parker came into
the circle during the final 4.2
frames, giving up five hits, two
runs and a pair of strikeouts.
MTSU’s Megan Griffith hit
a grand slam over center field
in the second inning to set

the score at 4-0. Carlie Jenkins added a run at the top
of the third. The home team
had pulled ahead 5-0 after just
three innings.
The last run for MTSU was
scored after two hits put runners on base. Kiarra Freeman
hit an RBI, making the score
6-0 in the fourth.
WKU’s only run, scored by
Sadler, was based off of a Hanson groundout and an error
from Chocallo.

Tudor said.
Kramer started off pitching
the game, going three innings
and allowing just one hit. The
Iowa native walked five and
struck out four.

I’d never even thrown a no-hitter until
this year, so it’s just kind of crazy to
me that I have three in one year under
Coach Tudor. It’s great. It’s exciting.”

Game Three WKU- 11, MTSU- 7

Middle Tennessee posted a total of three pitchers in the circle
during the last and final game
of the series. Blue Raider senior
Caitlin McClure (5-6) took the
loss, pitching four innings.
Franklin went four for five in
the game, including two runs,
one of which was an RBI, and
three stolen bases. Hanson,
Sadler and Kathryn Downing
each notched a pair of hits.
Franklin, Hanson and Holloway had two runs apiece.
“You know, you just got to
pop that elephant sometimes,
and I feel like they did that,”

pulled ahead 8-4. Due to a
Holloway walk, a single by
Franklin and a single by Hanson, the bases were loaded
when Sadler came up to bat.
Sadler hit the ball to left field,

-Miranda Kramer
Parker (6-1) was put in as
relief in the fourth inning and
totaled three strikeouts. She
gave up seven hits, five runs
and a walk.
In the third frame, MTSU
had two scorers on base due
to two walks. By the bottom
of the fourth, the Blue Raiders
had made the score 4-0 after
back-to-back singles, an RBI
hit to center and home was
stolen by Cor’Nisha Birdsong.
The Lady Toppers notched
six hits in the fifth inning and

bringing everyone home.
MTSU scored three more
runs in the final inning, but
the deficit was too much for
them to make a come back.
WKU secured the win 11-7
and will be back in action next
in Florida for the Conference
USA Championship Tournament.
“Coming off a total team effort is huge when it’s tournament time. It’s going to take
every single person to win that
tournament,” said Tudor.

TRACK AND FIELD

Toppers finish regular season at Kentucky Relays
BY ALEXUS RICHARDSON

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The WKU Track and Field
team traveled to Lexington
this weekend to compete in
the Kentucky Relays.
The Kentucky Relays offered a more relaxed setting
for a program that has been
competing against some of
the most elite programs in
the country at top-shelf meets
such as the Penn Relays and
Mt. SAC Relays.
The Kentucky Relays marked
the last event for the team
before the Conference USA
Championships in El Paso,
Texas.
“This relay allowed us to stay
sharp and give the players an
opportunity to do what they
love to do,” Head Coach Erik
Jenkins said. “Although most
didn’t run in their primary
events, they still executed all
the little things and were able
to have fun.”
Seniors Travis Gerding and
Karleigh Parker, continuing
their success, broke records
for WKU in the hammer throw
and pole vault respectively.

Freshman Morgan McIntyre pole vaults during the Hilltopper Relays, April 11 at the Ruter Track and
Field Complex. ASHLEY COOPER/HERALD
Parker came in at 13-feet9.75 inches (4.21m) in the pole
vault, making it her thirteenth
win in that event.
Coming in at third place,
Gerding tossed the ham-

mer throw 199-feet-7-inches
(60.48m) and was also able to
earn a third place finish in the
shot put with 57-feet-3-inches
(17.45m).
Pole vaulting and hammer

throws weren’t the only events
the Hilltoppers did well in, as
they had personal record best
in the 800 meter run, 400 meter hurdles and the 5,000 meter run.

Sophomore Kaila Smith
found her niche, coming in
third place in the 400 meter
hurdles along with Jodi Miller,
a senior, who placed fourth
in the 5,000-meter run with a
time of 17:37.70.
In the 4x100, the men’s team
was able to set a record of
40.38 seconds for the UK Relays with the endeavor of senior Prince Charles Iworah,
freshman Grant Swinton and
sophomores Emmanuel Dasor, and Ventavius Sears.
Sophomore Peter Agaba,
who earned All-Sun Belt Conference honors in cross country, earned a personal best
time of 1:52.62 in the 800 meter run, for a sixth place finish.
Both the Hilltoppers and
Lady Toppers will take a break
this weekend before returning
for Conference Championships starting on Thursday,
May 14 and going through the
17th in Texas.
“The Kentucky Relays were
another warmup for us,” Jenkins said. “And because May
has five weekends this year, we
didn’t want to have two weeks
off.”

